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Wiki Extensions for SharePoint 2010 
Company-wide Wikis - the way they were always supposed to be 

 

It comes as no surprise that wikis have become one of the central features in SharePoint; 

and more and more organisations are now using wikis to communicate effectively. The 

BlueBridge Wiki Extensions build on this basis, opening up new possibilities in the realm of 

teamwork, as well as simplifying the process of knowledge transfer.  

 

 
 

PDF Export / Printing 

Why not try using wikis to create technical specifications, hand-

books and guidelines? The BlueBridge Wiki Extensions make this 

even easier by allowing you to sort articles into chapters and then 

export these as a single PDF document with a table of contents. 

 
 

 

Improved Navigation 

While knowledge bases require no structured navigation, what 

would documentation look like if there were no structure? Use the 

navigation web part to guide users through the content, and a 

table of contents to help break down long wiki articles.  

 

 

 

 

Re-Use Content 

Save time and energy by re-using your wiki content. Use whole wiki 

libraries as templates, or add snippets to add standard text blocks to 

multiple articles. This is especially useful for specifications, where a 

great deal of content is the same for all products.  

  

 

Other Features 

 Enhanced editor with extra features 

 Save article-specific documents and links  

 Wiki web parts e.g. for easy navigation 

 

 

 

 

Compatibility

• SharePoint 2010: Foundation & Server

• The Wiki Extensions are built around 
standard SharePoint technologies so there 
is no need to install a separate wiki server

Languages

• Installs on all language versions

• Interface is in English or German
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Return on Investment 

 Employees, customers and partners can keep informed of important topics  

through self-study  

 Increased motivation and lower levels of frustration arise thanks to the ease of use  

 Higher levels of motivation encourage users to really live and breathe SharePoint and 

use it for other applications as well 

 

Examples of Use 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Project Expertise 

Of course an out-of-the box product can only do so much. With over 10 years' experience in 

SharePoint, though, we have the expertise needed to build up relevant processes for your 

wikis. Here are some typical projects that we have implemented for our wiki customers: 

 

 Complex workflows that set permissions and send custom notifications  

according to an article's current status 

 Multi-language (users can translate articles, which are then automatically linked to the 

source article. This means that viewers can switch languages with a single click)  

 Corporate Design and custom navigation 

 Import from Microsoft Word, MediaWiki and other sources such as XML 

 

About BlueBridge 

BlueBridge Technologies AG has been working with Microsoft SharePoint since before the 

launch of the first version in Germany. We offer a range of services to help you turn your 

SharePoint system into what it should be – an effective, user-friendly and well accepted 

business platform. Please contact us or visit www.bluebridge.de for more information. 
 

 

Your contact at BlueBridge 

  Corina Oswald 

  info@bluebridge.de 
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